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Report of the PRA carried out at Ihale Beach, Tanzania
April 11-14,2000
SEDA WOG (The Socio-economie Data Working Group of the L VFRP).
1. Introduction
Ihale is a large landing site lying approximately 65 km. from Mwanza along the main Mwanza-Musoma
highway. Ihale Beach was selected as a potential candidate for the 3-beaches study because of its proximity
to Mwanza, and hence suitability for frequent monitoring; and because it is served by a road accessible
during the rainy seasons. As with the first, training, PRA on Kiumba Beach on Kenya' s Rusinga Island, the
objectives with this PRA were as follows:
To identify and understand thale's community-based organisations and institutions which have a role in
the lake's fishery.
To consider the key issues which arise from this study for the involvement of communities and
community-based organisations and/or institutions such as those at Ihale Beach, in the co-management of
Lake Victoria's fishery.
Teams from all three of the participating research institutes were involved in the study, and members were
as follows:
Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute: E. Mlahagwa and P. Onyango.
Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute: R. Abila, E. Bwana and J. Onyango.
Fisheries Resource Research Institute (Uganda): A. Nyapendi, A. Atai and J. Gonga.
Teams were accompanied by K. Geheb of UNECIA Ltd.
2. Research methods and comments on their application in the field.
A number of different PRA techniques were used at Ihale. The most important of these was the Semi-
structured Interview (SSI). This style of interviewing is structured only insofar as it provides a skeletal
framework aimed at steering the discussion towards desired information. Typically, questions posed are open-
ended to provide the respondent with as much leeway as possible to answer the question. In most cases, SSIs
will accompany other interview techniques.
Matrices are designed by identifying a set variables and placing these along an 'x' axis. The variables against
which these are to be matched or compared are placed along a 'y' axis. Respondents are then asked to 'weight'
the relationships between the variables with stones. For example, during the Ihale PRA, respondents were
asked to identify the various gear types that they used in their fishery, and then to rate these with pebbles
against a number of other variables such as gear efficiency, cost, how destructive it was to the fishery and so
on. Matrices were used to obtain information on the community's opinions regarding selected gear types,
conflict between community organisations, conflict resolution, and offences and punishment.
SEDAWOG 2000. Report of the l'RA carried out at Ihale Beach, Tanzania, April 11-14, 2000. In GEHEI3, K. (Ed.) The Co-
management Survey: PRA reports from five beaches on Lake Victoria. LVFRP ThchnicalDocumentNo. 9. LVFRPTFECWOO/09. The
Socio-economic Data Working Group of the Lake Victoria Fisheries Research Project, Jinja: 5-36.
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Venn Diagrams enable respondents to identify a number of variables such as organisations on the landing
site - and then to compare their relationship with one another arid, indeed, the strength of that relationship. A
Venn diagram was used to obtain information on the relationships between ooiu unity-based groups at Ihalo,
Mapping exercises allow rospondents to draw up maps describing certain things, such as the lay out of the
community or locating where their resources lie They may additionally be used to compare views between
different groups of respondents. Hence, maps drawn by women may be very different to those drawn by mon,
At ¡1mb, maps were drawn to show the lay out of the community and to locate their resources.
Time lines enable respondents to idontit' those events that they think are important in the history of
something. At ¡hale, time lines were obtained on the history of the community end on resource change.
Flow charts enable researchers to understand what the relationships are between certain variables, for example,
organisations. At ¡hale, flow diagrams wore used to understand the relationship between organisations, as well
as to display their hierarchy.
Below, the research team comments on the application of some of these techniques with respect to specific
research areas.
Organisations and institutions: in an effort to obtain information concerning the presence, structure and history
of organisations and institutions in ¡hale Beach, the team approached a woman who was ironing, introduced
themselves and explained their intentions. The team assisted the women with her ironing to tly and remove any
tension that might have been between them and the woman. Once the team had gained her confidence, she
called more young women over and they joined her. At first, interviewing was carried out on a veranda, and
later the group moved to the shade of a tree. The team asked the women to list the organisations present on the
beach, and, later, the women came up with a matrix to demonstrate organisational conflicts. They used leaves
to indicate conflict between organisations, with one leaf to show that no conflict existed and two leaves to
indicate conflict presence. Semi-structured interviews (SSIs) were used to enhance the discussion, and
additional confidence obtained by ensuring that the whole team sat at the same level as respondents.
Attempts to obtain additional information on organisations and institutions at Ihale were made using Venn
diagrams. The first attempt failed when the respondent grew tired of the interview and walked away. The
second attempt was rather more successful. With the assistance of a teacher, the team obtained a group of
interviewees comprising three elderly men, two young men and two women, all of whom were very
knowledgeable about the ¡hale community. Interviewing was conducted in a classroom at the school. The
concept of the Venn dia am, however, eluded the interviewees. The only person who understood the Vean
diagram, a teacher, then suggested that the group continue discussing the subject amongst themselves, while he
constructed the diagram based on what was said. This worked very well.
Community history: the team approached a group of elders comprising three men and a woman. They
explained what they wanted and the elders agreed to speak with them. Initially, the team had translation
problems, but the community then provided a translator who spoke English, KiSwahili and KiSukuma. Using a
time line to both focus the discussion and structure it, the team was able to obtain a description of the ¡hale
community's history.
Administrative designations: in order to obtain an idea of how administration at ¡hale was arranged, the team
approached a young man and commenced a discussion on the subject. Because the discussion was based in a
public area, the young man was soon joined by curious onlookers, all of whom soon started contributing to the
discussion. Information was elicited using SSIs and flow charts.
Offences, punishment and control: for this exercise, five members of the community were interviewed, of
which one was a teaches, one a member of the Beach Management Committee and the remainder fishermen.
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All were middle-aged. The interview was held in a open area under a tree, and the group was soon joined by
between 15 and 20 onlookers, who subsequently contributed to the discussion. Almost all of the group were
males. For this exercise, a matrix was used comparing offences with punishments. Respondents used chalk to
draw out the matrix on the ground. The respondents
- particularly the teacher - were quick to grasp the
concept and proceed to matching offences with punishments. Most of the time, the teacher held the chalk,
although it was sometimes passed on to other respondents willing to assist. The fact that the teacher holding
the chalk for much of the time did not prevent onlookers from contributing to what was a very lively
discussion. In every case, entries made to the matrix were debated amongst the onlookers and entries reflected
general consensus.
Seasonal calendar of various socio-economic activities: the VEO was asked to selecta respondent on behalf of
the research team. As it transpired, the respondent chosen was not a fisherman. As arrangements for the
interview got underway, it started to rain, and permission was obtained from a women to carry out the
interview in her house. The woman then arranged for someone to find a respondent who was a fisherman.
When the respondent - a middle-aged male
- arrived, the seasonal calendar was explained to him and the
owner of the house, who agreed to allow the team to draw it on her floor in chalk. The fisherman understood
the technique and proceeded to draw the calendar. The owner of the house, along with the VEO, also
contributed to the discussion, and helped the fisherman to draw the diagram.
Gender roles: this SSI exercise was carried out with a group of three women and five men. It was, initially,
difficult to get the women to speak freely in the presence of the men. One woman dominated the discussion,
and the men made comments about their role in the home. Several members of the group failed to make any
comment at all.
The activity was carried out under a tree. All interviewers and interviewees alike sat at the same level
throughout the discussion.
Fisheries management and laws: SSIs were used for this exercise and carried out with a group of around ten
elderly fishermen. The interview was carried out in a hut, and all respondents felt comfortable and confident
during the discussion. Interviewers sat at the same level as interviewees.
The beach management unit: information on this topic was gathered using SSIs and flow charts. Interviewing
commenced under a tree, with all members of the group. In due course, several more respondents came over,
and all contributed to the discussions openly and freely. When it started raining, the group moved into a house,
and the discussion continued. Because there were only a few chairs, some members of the group stood, while
others sat. As soon as the rain stopped, the exercise continued outside again.
The natural resource base: the team met with a group of elders, all of whom had lived in the community for
over twenty years. Using SSIs and a time line, the team were able to chart resource changes over time. The
interviewees listed fish species that they used to catch and those that they caught at present. The interviewees,
however, had trouble grasping the concept of the time line and, in effect, started the wrong way around, with
the oldest point of interest declining to the most recent. All of the team sat at the same height as the
interviewees, and no one dominated the discussion. Additional information about the community's resources
was obtained using a transect. These involve the selection of respondents who select a line through their
community and, as the group follows it, explain various features along the way. The transect commenced at
the shoreline and followed the road up through the village for about 500 metres. The team was assisted by a
schoolboy who explained to them all of the community's natural resources along the transect.
Gear use and gear types: the team selected two fishermen they encountered on the beach to obtain information
about the gear types used at Ihale. Two other fishermen later joined the discussion. Information was gained
using Sis's, and there were no problems. SSIs were also used to get information on the community's opinions
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on various gear bans and various gear types. In the latter case, four young men were, at first, asked to provide
information on the subject, and were later joined by curious passers-by who contributed to the discussion. The
group very quickly understood what the team was doing and what it wanted, and they soon came up with a
very informative matrix. In all cases, respondents were both willing and cooperative. Initially, while
constructing the matrix, however, respondents were frightened to include under-sized nets amongst the gear
they listed, but later, as they gained confidence, they decided to include them.
Wealth indicators: a wealth ranking exercise was used to obtain information about how the community
perceived their income structure. In a wealth ranking exercise, a list of all of the community's members is
obtained and each name is written on a separate card. Three individuals are then selected and are asked how
they define wealth, and how they perceive wealth within their communities. They are then asked to rank all of
the names according to their wealth criteria. In the case of Ihale, the Village Executive Officer (VEO) was
asked to nominate three individuals on the basis of their considerable knowledge of the community, and the
wealth ranking exercise was then carried out. The respondents described the least wealthy in their community
as having trouble obtaining food regularly, often starved and without any assets. They proceeded to rank
almost half of their community as belonging to this gioup. When these results were then presented to the
community, they objected, and said that they thought that the poorest amongst theni were no beggars, often
had a plot of lancI to farm, and owned at least a hoe, a hut to live in and some chickens.
Gender roles: a mixed group of men and women were selected to interview about gender roles in Ihale. It
transpired, however, that women are not supposed to talk in the presence of men, apparently as a Sukuma sign
of respect. Most of the information collected, therefore, was based on what the men said and what a single,
courageous, women said.
Community communication and infrastructure: the team selected a mixed group of men and women of all ages
to question them on issues relating to communication within the community and its infrastructure. Semi-
structured interviewing started with a general conversation, which was then brought around to the subjects the
team needed to know about. As a result, a Inap showing the community's infrastructure was drawn.
Culture and taboos: to obtain information of Sukuma culture and taboos, the team managed to get a group of
four elderly men and a young man to discuss these topics. The interview was carried out in a school classroom,
sometimes with the help of the blackboard to demonstrate ideas and in an attempt to structure the interview. In
some cases, however, the interviewees got carried away. The discussion on marriage customs, for example,
went on for a very long time, such that interviewing had to be terminated and arrangements macle to re-
commence the following day.
3. Background to Ihale beach
Ongths of the community
Ihale beach lies within the ethnic territory of the Sukuma peoples, who comprise the naiii ethnic group on
the landing site. Ihale beach derived its name from the KiSukuma name for the many thorny trees growing
on the present village site ('mthale'). The Sukuma were the first people in this place and believe that they
settled here centuries ago, claiming that the 'lake found them there'. By 1958 the African Inland Church
and the Catholic Church were established in Ihale (Figures I-2). The AEC started a school in 1962 with
pupils studying in their church. In 1964, ihale Primary School was constructed and registered, and the
pupils started studying there.
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Figure 2: time line
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In 1981, there was little fishing effort at the landing site, but in 1982, a man by the name of Waiwa Hima
initiated the beach by starting a small business there with his wife, making porridge for sale to fishermen.
He was the first man to build a semi-permanent structure at the beach site. Walwa Hima later joined the
fishery. The land on which the beach is located used to belong to the Primary School. Waiwa Hima's major
objective was to develop the people and also bring services to them. Previously, the community had had to
travel long distances to buy commodities. Once the landing was established, many residents joined the
fishery. The landing also attracted outsiders, such as Ukerewan and Mj itan migrants, who came to
Sukumaland as a result of increased population and drought in their home areas. In 1984, the community
experienced serious hunger, only to be relieved by the arrival of the Nile perch and support from the
government.
By 1987, some indigenous species, like the 'hongwe' (Bagrus spp.), disappeared. In 1996, fish processing
plants were established and began buying fish, and hence business prospered. By 1995, the first women's
group, Jikwamuwe, was formed.
Cuh'wv aiid taboos
'Sukuma' means 'north' in KiSukuma, and the Sukuma called themselves this seeing as they lived to the north
of the Wanyiamba, the Wazìnza and the Wanyamwezi. They differ from other ethnic groups because their
houses are built in rows. Their houses are circular and have thatched roofs. They worshiped a God named
Lyuba who lived in the east where the sun rose. The fishermen also had a god named Ngasa who was sai1 to
live in the water. The Sukuma believed that death had its causes, and it was necessary to learn of these from
witch doctors.
In the past, Sukuma women were not allowed to sit on fishing boats, nor to step over or cross over fishing gear
on the ground. Sukuma women were not allowed to remove fish bones dropped on the floor, for it was feared
that, by doing so, they would induce catches to decline.
In the past, there were sorne types of meat that women were not allowed to eat - such as mamba (lung fish) or
sheep - lest they develop certain sicknesses, such as rashes, or give birth to a baby with rashes all over it. The
community here is not polygamous.
In marriage, a girl would be chosen by the groom's parents, who would judge her by her looks, her character
and her health. The bride-to-be's parents would then come to the boy's home to discuss a dowry, which would
be given to them on the same day. The girl's parents would then instruct the boy to go to their home and build
a hut, from which he would marry. The boy would call together some of his age mates, collect together
whatever material was needed, and proceed to the girl's home, where they built the hut.
The boy was now free to visit the girl and her parents, and would do so two to three times. On marriage day,
the groom would select up to seven of his age mates and proceed to the girl' s home. There, a friend or relative
of the bride would be nominated to spread the bed, for which she would be rewarded with a goat. On the
following day, if the groom has been unsuccessful in sleeping with his bride, his friends would do no work. If
he was successful, the bride would give him a 'kanga' as a gift to show that he was now her husband. A bull
would then be slaughtered and sent to the groom's home to confuni that he was indeed a bull himself. After
three days, the groom's friends would leave him with his new wife.
Resource types atlhale Beach
Ihale's resources include the lake, the land, fish, livestock, trees and others. The lake produces the water for all
domestic use here and is the home of the fish. Fishing is the community's main income earning activity. Fish
contributes a lot as food (cheap protein) to the settlement as a whole. Fish landed is also sold to agents from
fish processing factories in Mwanza, and so contributes to the employment opportunities available in the area
(Figure 3).
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Fiur'i resource nmp,
Land has various uses on the beach, including farming and settlement. Most of the land around the beach is
arable, and crops grown include cassava, sweet potatoes, tomatoes and maize. Some land is left fallow for
goat grazing. CsLde and pigs are also amongst die beach's livestock. Some of the land here is designated for
tr-se Nanting, v.;Ti includes indigenous sr:.d eucalyptus. The beach residents and the school have
d trees. A oLa type of tree ca*-d. L used in the ConstruCtiOflS of the community's homes.
dass. dsm the boccI; ::; also used in the r;o.5...........o:.. of homes here.
The remainder of the land at the beach is used for settlement. The lower part of the beach is covered with
small shops, or. Louses and a guesthc s the centre o-f the settlement is a parking area for trucks from
fietT and areas for weLd- L- i. cotches. A road down the centre of the settlement divides it
:. p he road are coboics, s. ':-p oirers, small bars, temporaiy ice holders and semi-
ctriis. The upper part of ::; o-......o comprises the school and the football pitch, houses for
CatSS oc......s and the small, forested arc ............. d by the school.
The tswss of fish L..... d at this beach are the Nile erch (sangara, Sodontis, Ciarías and tilapia. Money
is neri:- oily ploughed back into the fishery, while whatever is left over is used to pay for school
foss os-d s; sying domestic appliances. Fish catches peak in March, April and November, during the rainy
svaso: s. daprs am to be caught at these times, and because of high demand from the factories, incomes
are also oigd Liiose times (Figure 4).
Faiming activities are dictated by the seascos. Farming is mainly for subsistence, although if surpluses are
obtained, the3' 'sill be sold. There are two ::nLr farming seasons at Ihale. The first harvest is in February and
s secco II FLay and July. The mcd.;; conos grown are cotton, rice, cassava, maize, tomatoes and beans.
r those who rely Cci dos.aTsp alone, while there are others who will depend on a basket of
Lag, fishing, hotels s.
Livestock rearing is a veiy important acdFs: o: Pm beach. It is a way to save one's earnings from the lake -
which may not be reinvested in the lake l:;:w:s: of the fear of theft. Livestock is also an indicator of wealth to
the community. The Sukuma will sell their s:. ilk but are reluctant to sell their cattle. Income from milk sales
peaks from November to April when fodder is plentiful.
There are many hotels and shops on the beach, along with a guesthouse. Most of the clientele at these are
fishermen, fish traders and farmers. Hotels and shops are highly dependent on the well being of fishing, and
when fishing declines, then these shops and hotels also suffer. They are not as dependent on farm incomes.
Peak income generating periods for shops and hotels match those for peak fishing periods.
I\/atwacl resource ouout over tithe
Respondents interviewed on this topic had all lived in the community for over 20 years. They identified the
principal resources on which they rely as ;.sI , P restock, and trees. Fish is the main resource (see Figure 5).
In 1964, a local fisherman started fisi:.iop dagaa from ihale. They had previously heard of dagaa from
Kigoma on Lake Tanganyika. In 1981, ;5: I-ad large iiongwe catches. The first Nile perch they ever landed
was a very large one caught in a beach seine. At this time, they were also fishing for dagaa although there
was not much. In 1982, fishermen started setting up camps at Ihale, and in 1983, dagaa catches declined,
while Haplocheomis appeared in abundance, These were very small, and were given the name 'buyoiwa',
which was the name of the beach before it became Ihale.
In 1984, the Nile perch appeared in large numbers, and helped a lot during a drought. The community also
d:ading i TLe perch at this time. In i dI6, dagaa catches increased and its trade commenced. In 1987,
o- sd: .. .3 to disappear becaos-. L; J'TiIe perch was feeding on it. In 1989, dagaa catches fell
s. aie continued to ciec-..I s........PP the present day. The only species left is the Nile perch.
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Figure 5: resource change time line.
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In 1992 fish processing plants started collecting fish from the beach. These were TFP and Nile perch. By
1996, trucks from filleting plants such as Nile perch, TFP, Omega, Victoria Fish, Mwanza Fish, Fish Pak
and Tanperch were visiting the beach in larger and larger numbers.
ITK: (Jndienous Technical Knowledge)
ITK was sought in relation to:
Fishing practices
Gears and their use
Type of fish caught
Fishing and fish breeding grounds
Fishing seasonality
A semi-structured interview was conducted with a group of fishermen on the beach. Initially, the interview
was started with only 3 fishermen, and the number of interviewees progressively increased to between 80 -
100.
The following are some of the community's comments: the monthly pattern of fishing is determined by the
phase of the moon. In the dark phase, fish tend to 'graze' in lower depths and are not easy to catch. They are
more easily caught in the bright moon phase, when they travel to lower depths. Tilapia breeds in the rocky
areas along the shoreline. Nile perch is found in the mid- lake, where it breeds. Most indigenous species
breed in river mouths. Dagaa, like Nile perch, breeds in the open parts of the lake
The fisherman can tell where fish will be caught by observing:
The weather.
Wind direction.
The appearance of the lake 'Majiyahyo na samakiyananukia samaki' ('the water which contains fish
also smells of fish').
Changes in rainfall patterns. Nile perch likes cool riverine water so when there is a shortage of rain,
less Nile perch is caught.
Two stars, 'ndimula' (male and female). Fishermen associate the appearance of these stars (in April
and in August) with changes to the fishing season.
4. Socio-economic issues
Wealth ranking
The community at Ihale Beach defined a wealthy person as someone with one or more permanent houses, have
engines, radio, three to ten boats, and seven and more cattle (Figure 6). A wealthy person is one who, when
one of his/her income sources declines, can draw on the income of other sources under his/her control. S/he
has enough food to feed both his/her family and to sell the surplus. S/lie lias enough capital to maintain his/her
family and his/her businesses at the same time. S/he may also have a car, own guesthouses to rent out, have a
large 'shamba'. The rich, respondents said, have an in-born luck, are liard workers and have wisdom. They are
good planners and are able to obtain loans. They are able to educate all of their children.
People in the middle classes are those who do not have much capital, but who are nevertheless able to meet all
of their daily needs. They may have a permanent house, one to two boats, a bicycle, and may be able to
educate their children. They will farm for subsistence alone, will keep chickens and will not be able to obtain
loans.
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A poor person has açcess to substantially fewer resources, but may have a small plot of land to farm, a hoe,
some chickens and hut. Thy may lack knowledge and skills. Some respondents said that the poor are poor
because their great grandparents were poor, and unable to break out of the cycle of poverty. Otherwise, lucy
are able bodied and thoughtful people. They had no access to loans.
Gender Roles
In thale, men are the heads of households, and are therefore responsible for various activities to ensure the
comfort of their families. They will fish for both home consumption and for sale. Other activities in which they
are involved include farming, herding, and carpentry - such as boat building. It is also their role to plan ahead
for the family. As household heads, they are faced with many problems such as sickness, low income, drought
and weather change. They are also confronted with problems such as corruption, like when they sell cotton on
credit to the government purchasing agency and are never paid.
In Ihale society, women are respected as teachers and mothers. Their roles are to take care of their children,
to cook, to fetch firewood and water, cleaning the home, making pots, knitting, farming, trading, arrd
assisting their husbands with planning for the future. Women interviewed complained about low incomes,
increased responsibilities, lack of firewood and poor living conditions.
Communications within the comwwiity
The community of Ihale beach landing have various ways of passing information to their people. First and
foremost, they have an information secretary with a whistle. He will blow the whistle in particular ways, and
each way announces a particular event. Thus, there is a specific 'tune' for a death, drowning, theft or a
wedding. For every event, the whistle is blown iii a particular way. The community also has written documents
to pass around.
The community has cell leaders. Each cell comprises 10 houses. The leaders are used to pass information to
their cells.
The people of Ihale have very poor roads and are therefore faced with problems of transportation. They are
forced to use bicycles to pass information from one village to another. They also have to walk long distances to
pass on information and carry out their activities.
5. Organisation at Ihale
The lìistoiy of the beach organisations
After 1982, when the beach was first established, theft began to increase throughout Sukumaland, leading to
the formation of 'sungsungu' vigilante groups.
In 1992, when fish processing factories started buying fish from the beach, government tax collection also
started. In the same year, the Baptists started building their church and the Apostolic church was commenced a
year later (see Figure 2).
In 1995, two women's groups - Tamuka and Jikwamuwe - started with support from another group called
TANESA. In the same year, a group called Wawakilishi wa Rika educated beach residents about soft loans. In
this same year, the local football team was also started.
The number of processing plants sending their trucks to the beach increased in 1996. Wakil khi Wal ¡ka laid the
foundations for a dispensary in 1997. The SDA built their church in 1998, and in 1999 the Pentecostal church,
Assemblies of God, commenced construction on theirs.
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The year 2000 has seen new women's and fishermen's groups being established. At the same time, the beach
has also experienced increases in population and the number of fishing camps.
Administrative desj-nations
Ihale Beach is headed by a beach committee who work hand in hand with the village committee (Figures 78).
It was formed in January 2000 to:
Curb fish poisoning.
Preserve natural resources, like trees and breeding grounds for fish.
(e) Supervise the use of recommended gears.
(d) Maintain hygiene on the beach.
It is headed by a chairman, secretary, treasurer, two members and 20 other members who supervise the daily
operations of the beach, The beach committee are not on the government pay roil. They generate their own
income from fees imposed on immigrant fishermen, and from fmes imposed on law breakers, such as those
caught bathing in the lake.
The community is also affected by village-level administrative structures. These are for the entire village (and
not just for fishermen). They work hand in hand with other beachlevel administration, such as the beach
committee. They are not paid except for the Village Executive Officer (VEO) who is paid by the govermnent.
Members of the administration will also raise their own incomes through the imposition of fines. The village
administration is headed by a chairman, followed by the VEO, the village coimnittee, the sunguswgn and the
Ustawi wa Jarnii (community welfare) organisation.
Organisations within Ihaic and how they relate to one another
A group of men and women were interviewed on how many organisations they had within hale, and their list
was as follows (Figure 9):
Tarnuka (a women's group).
Tushirikiane (a women's group).
(e) Jikwamue (a women's group).
Azimio (a women's group).
Vikundi vya Mzezo (netball and football teams).
Masaligula (a women's group).
Wawakilishi wa Rika (a women's group).
These organisations relate to one another in business, sharing ideas and contributing to one another in cases of
problems and also for entertaining visitors. In the Venn diagram (Figure 9) these latter organisations were
grouped as 'A', and are the most important organisations in thale.
There are also external organisations of importance to the community, and these are grouped as 'B' in the
Venn Diagram. These were;
TANESA (which provides advice on AIDSIHTV).
Hesawa (which gives them money to dig wells).
(e) CSPD (ChiJ.d Survival, Protection and Development, which gives them advice from SA and UNICEF).
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i. FIN KA (an international NGO, which has never helped them).
2, SIDA
3. UNICEF
The other organisations of importance to them were grouped as 'C' in the Venri diagram, and these are the
fishermen, the factories and the Beach Management Unit (BMU). The fishermen help the women's groups by
providing them with fish, the factories help the community by buying fish from thera and the BMU was
elected to check on the cleanliness of the beach and its sulïoLlndings.
The respondents felt that the following were the main problems faced by.the organisations:
i'heir capital is low, especially for women.
The export of the big and good quality fish leaves them only with the small-sized fish.
(e) Local groups cannot afford to buy fish if the factories increase their prices.
(cl) Occasional cholera outbreaks.
When prices drop, the fishermen suffer.
The factories set the prices for fish.
Bad roads.
The nearest hospital is 2.5 km. away.
The groups of organisations noted above work hand in hand with the village administration and the district
council.
S/ikclìoldcis
The stakeLiolders identified at Ihale are:
Internal stakeholders
Tamuka women' s group
TUSh irikiane women' s group
Tuj ikwamue women s group
(cl) Tujinasue men's group
Masatigula women's group
Aziin io women' s group
External w'oups
TANESA
l-IESAWA
(e) CSPD
(d) FINCA
Fisheries Department
Fish processing plants
(e) SIDA
(d) UNICEF
WawakUishi va Rika men and women's group
Football and Netball Team groups
(e) Village government
Sungusungu
Beach Matagement Unit.
The use of tlic rectangle below helps to identify which groups should be considered in a management
regime. This analysis simply means that groups in the tipper left rectangle are directly affected. They are,
therefore, the most important. They are, however, the least influential, and are the groups whose interests
must be addressed. Their participation in a management regime is necessary. The upper left rectangle
implies that the village government is a powerful influence and very important institution, and so caunot be
avoided. Its interests, however, must not be seen as a priority. The lower left rectangle implies that the
resources directly affect these groups.
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Beach seiners and users of under-sized nets are referred to the District Fisheries Officer. Drunkenness was punished by the
sungsiingii who would cane the drunkard and impose fines on him/her in the event that s/he broke or destroyed anything
while drunk,
In trying to solve the various problems that it faced, ¡hale community very rarely ever had to send anyone to jail.
6. The fishery: trends, status and management
Gear use and types
In the early days, fishermen used traditional traps called 'ndiba'. These were conical in shape, with only one inlet at the
centre. Fish would enter the trap and fail to find their way out.
In the I 97Os the fishery around ihale Beach comprised 'fuJi' (HapJocIìromis, 'neinbe' (Schi1be, 'gogogo'
(Synodoatis, 'soga' (possibly Biycinnus spp.), 'a'agaa' (Rastrineoboia, sato' (tilapia), 'mbete' (Morniyrus spp.),
'icasorombete' (Mormyrus spp.).
The first gilhiets used to catch sangara and hongwe in the 1970s and early 1980s were made from nylon threads
removed from fertilizer bags. Later, fishers bought thread from shops to make gilinets.
Beach seines were used till 1994, when the government imposed a total ban. The hook and line was also used on the
beach for a long time, but has since completely stopped.
The main fish species currently caught by fishermen in Ihale are Nile perch, 'sato', 'gogogo', 'neinbe', and 'kamongo'
(Protoptcrus. The fishing gear types now used to catch fish at ¡hale Beach are dominantly of longlines and gilinet
types. The hooks used on longlines are of sizes 9, 10 and 12. Gillnets are of valying sizes, ranging from two-and-a-half
inch (which is typically used for tilapia) to between three-and-a-half inch and above seven inches for Nile perch.
Community 's opinions about fishing gear
The respondents were a group of 6-10 fishermen who presented results in a matrix of gear types against price of gear,
effectiveness in catching fIsh, durability of gear, destructiveness of lake environment, time taken to catch fish and,
difficulty in using gear (Figure 14).
The community thought that the smaller the mesh size, the more destructive a gillnet was. Gillnets of five inches and
above along with the longline were equally ranked as the least destructive. Respondents were of the opinion that
smaller mesh sizes earned them a higher income than larger mesh-sizes. Hence the two-and-a-half inch mesh net
earned the most, while the five inches and above earned the least. In terms of income, the longline was ranked equal to
the five inch mesh.
The community felt that small mesh nets were the least expensive. The two-and-a-half inch mesh-size was the least
expensive, while the six inches and above were the most expensive. The longline was ranked as less expensive than
five inch mesh, but more expensive than four-and-a-half inch. Smaller mesh-sizes, according to the community, took
less time to catch fish compared to the big mesh sizes. The former were also ranked higher than the latter in their
effectiveness to catch fish. According to the community, it was more difficult to use the smaller mesh nets than the
bigger mesh nets. Thus, the five inch and the above were comparatively easier to use than the smaller meshes. The
longline was ranked equivalent to the five inch mesh in terms of ease of usage. Insofar as durability was concerned, the
community ranked the longline as most durable. The four-and-a-half meshes and above were ranked as more durable
than two-and-a-half and three-and-a-half inch mesh-sizes.
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Fislwries managern eat measures in law
The fisheries of Tanzania tl! under the Fisheries Act, 1970 to which subsidiary legislation has been added (URT
1970). Under The Act, there shall be a Chief Fisheries Officer who shall be appointed by the president. The Minister
may appoint as many Fisheries Officers that lie feels is necessary for the administration of the Act. An authorised
officer is defined as ".,.the Chief Fisheries Officer or any fisheries officer or other officer or person authorizedin
writing by the Minister or the Chief Fisheries Officer to exercise any power or to discharge any duty under this Act or
any subsidiary legislation made hereunder;" (URT 1970: 35).
The Minister is empowered, by order in the Gazette, to ban fishing, collection, gathering or manufacturing any
fish product, marketing fish or fish products, importing or exporting fish or fish products, unless such
activities are licensed by the Chief Fisheries Officer (CFO) or any other authorised officer. Any
exceptions, penalties, terms and conditions of licensing can be imposed as the Minister sees fit.
The Minister may, by order published in the Gazette, impose ciosed areas. The Minister can, with considerable
independence, impose limitations on virtually all fisheries, fishers anti fisheriesrelated activities.
Section 8 of the Act defines penalties, and offenders may, if found guilty of contravening the Act, be fined
Tshs. 500,000/-, he imprisoned for up to 5 years, or both. Where legislation subsidiaiy to the act fails
to define penalties, then offenders shall be liable to imprisonment of no more than two years, a fine of
no more thami Tshs. 50,000/, or both. The fines quoted heme are authorised under Written Laws
(Miscellaneous Amendments (No. 2), 1994,
The Fisheries Principal Regulations 1989 stipulate the following:
Boats must be registered while no person may use an unregistered fishing vessel, no person may allow
any other person to use an unregistered fishing vessel (p, 847).
All fishermen must be licensed, and no fisherman may permit another fisherman from fishing if the latter
has no license.
(e) Anyone selling fish must have a license used under the Business Licensing Act.
Under these Regulations, a person may be compelled to destroy any fish infected with an epidemic
disease, amid be obliged to take any measures the licensing authority sees fit,
No person may use dynamite to kill fish or possess fish killed in this way.
(f No person may kill fish with poison nor possess fish killed in this way.
No person shall wi[fu1ly' disturb spawn or spawning fish or the water containing spawn or spawning fish.
Under these regulations, trawling is permitted in Lake Victoria in waters deeper than 20m. and outside of
any bay or gulf, a clause revoked under the Fisheries (Prohibition of use of specified vessels or tools)
Regulations, 1994 (see below).
Under G.N. No. 317, Fourth Schedule, Regulation 41 of 1989, no license is needed to tise a rod and line from
shore without using a fishing vessel, except for in spawning grounds, trout stream or fish reserve. The
same applies to 'small cast nets', 'seine nets for amusement' etc. In fact, under this regulation,
virtually every fishing gear aid technique is allowed provided it is not carried out in a spawning
ground, trout stream or fish reserve, and provided it is not done from a boat.
The Fisheries (General) (Amendment) Regulations, 1975 are io be read as one with the Fisheries (General)
Regulations of 1975, and under them, no person may export fish or fish products without a license.
The Fisheries (Prohibition of use of specified vessels or tools) Regulations, 1994 stipulate that mio person may
use a trawler, a beach seine, a dagaa net of less than 10 mm., or a gill net of less than 127 mm.
The Fisheries (Inland waters) Regulations 1981 stipulate a closed period from January Ist to June 3O'
inclusive. No person may fish during this period in the Kagera River, Duwafu Bay, Mwiga Bay, Ruiga
Bay, Bukome Bay, Butundwe Bay, Nugwe Bay, Njera Bay, Lucliiri Bay, Smith Sound, Stuilmaun
Sound nor Magu Bay. I-laud lines and scoop nets may be used in rivers dnring the closed period. Dagaa
fishing may continue, as may fishing with nets of 64 mm. and above, provided it is not done from a
boat. "In relation to minor waters... 'katul? fishing is banned". Katuli is the beating of the water in
ordem' to scare fish towards a net.
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Fisheries management inpra ct/c
The community at ¡hale see fishing rules as a method of conserving fish stocks in the lake. The rules y
mentioned were:
Fishing licenses.
Boat registration.
Trading licenses.
A mìnimum mesh size of 5 inches.
Experience.
Fishermen are not allowed to steal.
No fighting and insulting.
Times for fishing.
Fines levied on anyone breaking the rules.
In practice, they say, the regulations are boat registration, a fishing license and times for going out to fish. 'Theoretical'
regulations are mesh-sizes. Fishermen complained that they are unable to catch indigenous fish species with large mesh-
sizes because these species are small. Those fishermen who used long-lines complained that their bait could only be
caught with under-sized meshes. They also argued that under-sized mesh sizes should be allowed in the open lake to catch
small fish which the fish factories would not take, but which local consumers would.
Community comment on gear bans
Many fishermen who previously used beach seines are not happy with the beach seine ban. Some of them argued
that beach seines mostly catch big Nile perch, with only a few juvenile fish. The beach seine, according to them,
may not be as harmful to the lake as it is made to appear. Specific areas could be allocated for beach seining. They
propose that beach seines only be banned in the breeding areas, but not in the area around Ihale Beach, which faces
the open lake. "Only large Nile perch," one respondent commented, "...moves around the beach".
Only five inch gilinets and above are allowed on the lake. These will catch large Nile perch for the export industry.
Despite this, fish processing factories may place orders for fish caught in four-and-a-half inch nets. The five inch
mesh-size does not capture species of fish traditionally favoured by the community, and ensures that there is little
fish left for local consumption. "What is the community expected to eat?" asked one respondent. The community
suggested that they should be allowed to use four to four-and-a-half inch mesh sizes. They argued that these mesh
sizes caught fish unwanted by the processing factories, and which the community could then eat.
Most of the indìgenous species such as Hapiochromi's, Syriodontis etc. can only be caught by the banned mesh
sizes. The community proposes that the government should allow the use of small mesh nets for these species. The
community can depend on these species while Nile perch goes for processing.
Th B'ach Management Unit
The Beach Maiiagemerit Unit BMU) comprises of a committee of 20 people. It has an inner executive committee of 5
people, consisting of a chairman, secretary, treasurer and 2 members. The chairman of the BMU answers to the village
chairman The BMU was forITcd through a directive of the Government, with little consultation with local
communities. The committee mainly does fisheries-related work, and is officially not paid for thc servìces rendered.
Roles of the BMEJ:
Monitor boats, fishermen and nets on a daily basis.
Ensure that fishermen have licenses and other relevant documents required by the Government.
An-est fishermen using beach seines and under-size meshes for Nile perch or 'dagaa'. A 'dagem' seine must be at
least 10 aim.
Beport to Police or District Fisheries Oftice any serious problems on the beach.
Arrest those poisoning fish and hand them over to higher authorities.
Write letters of introduction or recommendations for fishermen who wish to migrate from Ihale Beach to another
beach.
Monitor immigrating fishermen and ensure that they contribute to the beach committee account.
Maintain cleanliness on the beach. Ensure that fish is not put on the ground. Fish is taken directly foui the boats
into waiting wheelbarrows, which are hired at Tsh. 200 per trip. These take fish to the weighing shed, and into the
trucks.
Eiisure that nobody bathes on the lake. Anyone caught bathing is fined Tsh, 2000. 1-laIf of this fine goes to the
beach account while whoever made the arrest gets the remaining 50%.
Report suspicious-looking persons on the beach to relevant authorities.
Community's comments about the BMU
The community feels that the BMU is doing a good job.
The BMU should have originated from the community, rather than being imposed from the outside.
The operations of the BMU should be restricted to the breeding areas.
Those using under-sized meshes should be provided with credit to buy the correct mesh sizes rather than be
arrested by the BMU.
The BMU's work creates emnity with some members of the community, yet they are not adequately paid.
Presently, they receive only half of the Tshs. 2,000/- fee paid by migrant fishermen landing on the beach.
Community's suggestions concerning the BMU
The Govet-ninent should provide thetn with salary.
The community should have an opportunity to discuss their ideas about the BMU.
There is need to reform the BMU and let the community, rather than the Government, define for it a set of rules -
the 'do's' and 'don't's.
Ma ri agelli eat ivies
A semi-structured interview and a matrix technique were used to relate common offences committed on Ihale beach
with the agents (individual or organisations) best placed to apply sanctions to the offender.
The common offences mentioned are theft, fighting on the beach, bathing openly on the lake, the use of beach seines,
non-observance of proper sanitation, dropping litter, drunkenness. use of 'bhan' (marijuana) and the use of under-
sized mesh nets.
The agents identified for applying sanctions are the sungusungu, Village Executive Officer (VEO), Ward Executive
Officer (WEO), court, police, jail, the BMU, the district natural resources department, members of the community, and
women's groups.
The BMU has the most number of roles on the beach. The unit is in charge of applying sanctions to all fisheries-related
offences. In addition, it may also punish those committing sanitation-related offences. The sungusungu and the VEO
have an equal number of offences they can apply sanctions to.
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Individual members of the cominunhy can participate in punishing all offeoces on the beach. Their way of doing this
may be by reporting it to the relevam authorities.
Women's groups also thwe scne role relation tr pnishin rdtetionrelated offences and in flghting drunkenne: or
Mang- related offenem,
Community members do not regard jailing as a suitable method to fight offenem on the beach, They ranked jailing the
lowest amongsí: the 'nasos otpmnsJeug offences on the beach.
S WOT analysis of112510 connnu.ai pan7costo iz nansgLasLake Victoria
This analysis was carried out to identify the strengths, r .rrr s, opportunities and threats of Ihale
community in iarlicipatiiig th the management of LaIre /ictoria.
Tius analysis indicates that local communities have a part to play iii the inanagenient of the lake. in order to improve
on this, there is a need to optimise the strengths and oPportunities. iqually, it is imponlarit to minimise weaknesses and
threats. One possible way of doing this would be to ask the community how these weaknesses and threats can be
minimìsed.
7. Conclusions
ihale has a large number of local-level kntitutiomìs, which could, potentially, play an important role in the management of
the fishery. At first glance, many of these institutions would appear to embrace multiple levels of community life. The
plethora of women s olganisations is CU1IOUS and no ieal e olaintion vyas obtarned as to why thete needed to be so many
The high numbei of olganisations on the landing is loi ncssruly an niclicatmon of then strength upon the beach In many
cases, iespondents seemed vague about she tole of toe oiganisauumn of wi ich they wue membeis uncleai about their
objectives and theie was occasionali a ceosc hai the oint' icason why so many women s groups weie identified was
because they were specifically asked about.
The Manchesta football and netball teosos occupy an ambiguous place in the institutional landscape of Ihale. They were
repeatedly mentioned when respondents were queried about beachside institutions, and the information gained was
possibly insufficient to allow for any firm conclusions to be made about them, The Manchesta teams would appear to be
more than merely sporting institutions. With so marty of the beach's inhabitants involved in the teams, they represent a
point during which the entire CoinniUllity can converge upon itself, to create a focus moment during which friendships can
be reaffirmed, new ones created, discussion initiated and politics debated. It is quite possible that the Manchesta teams
represent a forum for Jhale's residents to create the institutions that serve them. Certainly, the teams appeared to have
greater relevance to the community titan the government inspired institutions discussed below.
An additional institution, on which perhaps too little information was gained, was the very central role that the school
plays in the lives of these villagers. Not only did it occupy geographically prominent position in the community, but also a
sìmiiarly exalted position in the minds cf many of the respondents encounered. The teachers were highly respected
members of ihale, and there was a prevailing sense that the school represented a path by which the community's children
could not only learn about the ways of the world beyond the beach, but also as a potential conduit out of ihale.
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STRENGTHS V.ÏEi .55Ot OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
(a) There are local
community groups,
which can participate
in awareness creation
and maintenance of
cleanliness at the
beach.
(a) ..Ye do not have
adequate iniorniation
and education on
environmental
conservation.
(b) We dc not have
money io buy
enuipmnent such as
contmunìcatiori
devices, guns for
security and piïoIs.
(a) We do not have to buy
Ci malte boats and
outboard engines for
patrol.
(b) The Fisheries Division
can educate us on
managing the lake.
(e) There are NtJO's,
which provide
livelihood assistance
to us.
(a) Self-interest and not
community interests
drive some
CommUnity members.
(b) We do not have a
dispensary from which
we can get treatrne:
From its doors, young men and women emerged adequately equipped to deal with the challenges lying down the road
towards Mwanza or eastwards towards the coast, Dar es Salaam and Zanzibar.
Finally, in the timelines on the history of Ihale, respondents mentioned the establishment of their churches. Their arrival
was considered sufficiently important to merit comment alongside, for example, the establishment of the school and the
beach itself, This suggests that the PRA may have underestimated the importance of these institutions in the lives of
Ihale's inhabitants.
The reasons why the sporting teams, the school and the churches vere not proffered by the community as examples of
their internal organisational and regulatory structure may lie in the very heavy presence of government organs on the
beach. With Village and Ward Executive Officers very much in evidence, along with numerous committees charged with
various governmental responsibilities, Ihale is a community in which the state permeates most levels of its society. In this
way, the residents of ihale may feel that it is necessaiy to speak of these institutions as being more important than any
homegrown variety, and proclaim their success lest they be judged negatively.
Insofar as fisheries management is concerned, the Beach Management Units (BMUs) merit some attention. These are
fairly recent interventions in the fisheries management structure of Tanzania, and consist of beach committees responsible
for the enforcement of state regulations. The establishment of the thale Beach BIVIU was, as far as the beach was
concerned, unsatisfactory. They claimed that it was too hurried and that they were still not entirely sure of their
responsibilities or powers. They also complained that they could see no real benefits to be derived by carrying out its
duties because they were not paid (BMIUs are, in fact, supposed to be paid by the Fisheries Division). This suggests that
assumption of these responsibilities by the lhale J3MU con'mîittee may not be regaided as a sufficient benefit by itself
Irrespective of the apparent absence of tangible benefits for the committee, it also complained of the laws it was charged
with enforcing. The five-inch minimum mesh-size, the committee argued, did not enable community fishermen to capture
fish smaller than those sought by the fish processing factories. This meant, they said, that there was little fish left for the
community, most of it going for export. Fish that had, very clearly, been caught in mesh-sizes of less than five inches
could, however, be observed on sale within the settlement. Certainly, many of the fish accepted by the fish processing
factories also appeared to be too small, and the committee itself admitted that they sometimes received orders for perch
captured in four-and-a-half inch nets. The matrix exercise, that considers the benefits of various gear types listed mesh
sizes of less than 5 inches as amongst the most favourable of gear types.
The fact, then, that the BMU at Ihale claimed that under-sized mesh sizes were not being used when they so clearly were
suggests that the Unit is uneasy with its responsibilities and fully coguisant that it may be unable to enforce mesh size
limitations. In any case, the BMU argued, the Nile perch was so fecund, it made no sense to worry about over-fishing.
In this way, the experience of fisheries management at Ihale suggests that the BMU strategy of fisheries management may
not be quit as successful as its proponents might wish it to be. At the same time, Ihale has institutions that may well hold
more administrative promise than such externally sourced regulations. The dichotomous gap between the origins of these
two institutional bodies may well be sufficiently large as to cause the opening of a managerial vacuum on the beach.
Perhaps the most important point to note about Ihale, therefore, is that external regulation, imposed upon the beach for
administration by the local population, may work to sideline local institutions. At the same time, these external regulations
may be sufficiently contradictory in the minds of their enforcers as to be openly ignored or disobeyed.
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